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Abstract 

As teachers and educators focus on success in their classrooms, bringing in technology is another 

layer of complexity added to their lesson plans and can cause additional work with limited 

resources. This means that teachers need to be supported through the implementation of new 

technology in their classrooms, which can take place in the form of professional development.  

In this project, math teachers had the opportunity to learn new technology methods on 

Chromebooks through a professional development session.  The professional development 

session aimed to assist math teachers new to teaching with Chromebooks with the Math Vision 

Project (MVP) curriculum in the high school and middle school settings.  The project materials 

include a professional development schedule, presentation slides, a list and description of 

software programs, behavioral expectations of students, and a letter to go home to families.  The 

materials were created from four teachers’ experiences through a small pilot program teaching 

with Chromebooks, as well as using theories of andragogy to help teachers learn best. This 

project helps support teachers in a way that allows them to learn through the student experience 

as well as learn from the experiences of other teachers who have used the same technology.  

After doing the professional development with teachers, I found that many teachers needed 

additional support as some of the information was initially overwhelming, and some teachers 

wanted more discussion about when to use paper versus technology. 

Keywords: Chromebooks, math teaching, one-to-one technology, paperless classroom, 

teacher professional development  
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Chapter One: Definition of the Problem 

One-to-one technology is becoming increasingly popular in schools, and approximately 

sixteen percent of schools in the United States have adopted it (Barack, 2015).  I currently teach 

in a school district that is not one-to-one in all aspects of the school and has been slower to adopt 

new technology.  Only some classrooms have computer labs or Chromebooks used for student 

learning.  The school district has been slow to adopt new technology as it can be a financial 

burden; however, the district intends to expand the use of one-to-one technology in classrooms 

for math and all subjects. 

My school district has recently implemented the new Common Core State Standards for 

Mathematics.  Both math teachers and district leadership have decided to implement an edited 

version of the Math Vision Project’s (MVP) curriculum, which presents the material to our 

students through PDF files.  In the beginning of the implementation process, we printed out a 

copy of the PDF for each student, which wasted copious amounts of paper.  As the district tries 

to find solutions to save paper in math classes, they decided to implement an experimental pilot 

program using touchscreen Chromebooks to deliver course materials.  Last year, I became part of 

the pilot program where I taught my math lessons using Chromebooks.  Through the pilot year, I 

learned about what technology works best to teach math, as well as what technology programs 

work well with students.

Statement of the Problem 

After adopting new the new MVP curriculum, our district decided they would print 

materials for all students themselves through PDF files and each student would get a consumable 

copy.  They later found that this was not only wasteful for the environment but also expensive.  

The district leaders wanted to find a new solution, so they purchased four class sets of 
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Chromebooks for four math classrooms around the district to try and see if we can deliver the 

curriculum through the technology instead of printing. I became one of those pilot teachers for 

the program and I was given a class set of Chromebooks with no direction.  I experimented with 

the Chromebooks for a year with my students and found there were a lot of positive effects on 

the students but it also came with challenges.  In the middle of the pilot year, I heard that district 

leaders wanted to expand the pilot program to more teachers.  I immediately thought about my 

experimentation process and I did not want other teachers to fall into the same mistakes that I 

had, so I decided to create a professional development to better support teachers that would soon 

join the pilot program. 

After having been part of the pilot program with the new Chromebooks in math, I have 

experienced both successes and challenges.  Some of the challenges include issues with software, 

students’ varied ability in technology, and disappearing or broken styluses.  There was success 

with a math software program called Desmos, learning how to organize the Chromebooks, and 

making sure students were working efficiently on the Chromebooks during class.  New and 

emerging technology is difficult to adapt to especially in specific academic areas, like 

mathematics (Neiss, 2005).  The district chose to expand the pilot program to more teachers and 

schools the following year, and the teachers new to teaching with technology should not have to 

go through the same experimental process that I had to go through.  With the new Chromebook 

implementation, many teachers with a variety of technology experience will be experiencing 

Chromebooks.  Also, during the teacher learning process, teachers need to be able to work at 

their own pace and with their own level of experience in order to be able learn the new 

technology well and understand when it is best to apply it in their classrooms (Linder, 2017).   
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The teachers new to the pilot program need to be supported with resources so they do not need to 

experiment and figure out how to best use the Chromebooks in their math classes.   

For my project, I decided to create a professional development for all math teachers who 

would be teaching the MVP curriculum with Chromebooks in the future.  I did not want fellow 

teachers to have to go through the same experimentation process I went through as a participant 

in the pilot program.  I created materials and resources based off my own experiences and 

experiences of the other teachers and students from the pilot year.  I also created a presentation 

and professional development plan that would use best practices for a presentation format for 

teachers to learn.

Purpose of Project 

As technology use is growing in education, there is still hesitation to use it on a regular 

basis in classrooms.  School districts are purchasing technology devices and giving them to 

teachers with very little structure or guidance in how the technology can be used.  In my district, 

we are starting the process of getting away from using print textbooks and utilizing PDF files 

since it is not the most economical to be printing out a copy for each student to use.  The district 

is exploring ways, like utilizing Chromebooks to view the PDF files as well as being able to use 

other technology tools to allow for deeper learning.  The school district did not want to simply 

purchase Chromebooks for all the math classes before trying them out, so they came up with a 

pilot program where Chromebooks would be used in only four classrooms.  I was one of the four 

teachers that participated in the experimentation process, and I had very little guidance on what 

to do with the Chromebooks.  I ended up putting my own time and effort into trying new things 

that would benefit students learning math.  Now that our pilot program is expanding, more math 

teachers will be introduced to using Chromebooks, and I wanted to create an environment and 
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resources to aid them through it so they do not make the same mistakes I did, and teachers get a 

general understanding of what the technology can do for them. 

 At this point, there is very little research or resources available in helping teachers with 

higher level mathematics on Chromebooks, especially teaching with the Mathematics Vision 

Project (MVP) style.  Therefore, I knew there was a need for our district math teachers to have 

some resources created for them to help them through the processes of utilizing the new 

Chromebooks in their math classrooms.

Guiding Questions 

The following questions guided me in the creation of my project: What elements are 

important in order to effectively teach secondary math in a paperless classroom?  What is the 

best way to assist math teachers in preparing for effective one-to-one technology use in their 

classroom?

Significance of Project 

 After the school district adopted the new math common-core curriculum, which is now 

being delivered to students via PDF files or printed out worksheets, there is a need to see if the 

district could go paperless.  Now that the school district is interested in adopting new technology, 

there is a need to train teachers in how to use the technology and to teach with the technology.   

This professional development meets the needs of the teachers who may be unsure of how to 

implement the new technology, and the session will share with them information about the 

successes and failures from the past pilot year with the Chromebooks in math.  This is also an 

opportunity for teachers to explore current technology, as sometimes it can be difficult for 

teachers to keep up with different software programs related to math and the technology is 

always evolving (Musti-Rao, Lynch, & Plati, 2015).  The professional development is a chance 
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for teachers to gain insight on what has been tried and attempted with the same curriculum that 

they are teaching, so the students are able to directly benefit from the use of well executed 

technology. 

Preview of the Literature 

Implementing new technology in the classroom requires many aspects to make student 

success possible.  One thing includes adequate equipment and technology support through the 

schools (Barack 2015).  Also, secondary teachers are responsible for knowing a variety of 

information within their specific subject, and now they are required to know additional 

information about technology and teaching it efficiently (Niess, 2005).  New technology can be 

difficult to learn, and some teachers can be reluctant to work with it since there is already so 

much going on in the classroom.  Others are hesitant since computers and technology already do 

so much that it may give away some of the learning process for students, especially in a math 

class (Norton, McRobbie, & Cooper, 2000).  Ideally teachers need to be on board and willing to 

try new things in order for the technology adoption to be successful. This is where professional 

development becomes essential in this process which allows for teachers to fill the gaps in their 

knowledge of technology or the devices they will be using.

Preview of the Methodology 

To create the professional development for the math teachers in the school district, I 

analyzed student work from the pilot program and interviewed administration to get their 

perspective on the implementation and to establish their role in the Chromebook implementation.  

Then I kept notes from meetings between the four other teachers during the pilot, the district’s 

tech specialist, the educational technology teacher on special assignment (ToSA), and the 

Assistant Superintendent and kept a journal of teaching events that were successful and 
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challenging during the pilot experience.  I then researched the theories of andragogy, SAMR, and 

TPACK, and then gathered best practices for professional development workshops with 

technology which helped to create the activities and discussions for the day of the professional 

development.

Summary of Chapter 

 With the emergence of new technology and our math curriculum, teachers in the district 

are now being presented with new Chromebooks and are expected to teach with them.  By 

creating a professional development for the math teachers in the district, teachers will be offered 

an opportunity to learn and experience what the Chromebooks can do for them and their 

students.  The teachers are given an opportunity to ask for help and learn from the small group of 

teachers that already experienced the technology in the pilot teaching year.  This will in the end 

benefit students as it will eliminate some experimentation and will enable them to jump into 

learning a deeper level of math via technology on Chromebooks. 
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Definition of Terms 

Chromebooks  

The Google Chomebook is the device of choice for the school district and will be at the 

center of the professional development.  It is a laptop like device with touch-screen technology 

that limits students to using Google Chrome, as well as limited Android Apps. 

Desmos 

 Desmos is an online teaching and learning tool specifically used for math, centered on a 

graphing calculator; it allows for the teacher to create lessons. 

GeoGebra 

 GeoGebra is an online teaching and learning tool with the focus on geometry.  There is 

also a worksheet tool which allows students to submit their work. 

Math Vision Project or MVP 

 MVP is the math curriculum of choice by the union school district.  It is a free math 

curriculum which was created by teachers in Utah. 

One-to-One Technology 

 One-to-one technology is where each student has their own device to use during class, 

but they will not have the opportunity to take the device with them beyond the classroom. 

 Paperless Classroom 

 Little or no paper is used in the classroom with the support of computing devices such as 

Chromebooks or tablets. 
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TPACK 

 This is a technology education model which stands for Technology Pedagogical Content 

Knowledge, and shows that there should be a balance amongst technology, pedagogy and 

content being taught. 

SAMR 

 This is a technology education model which shows four levels of integrating technology 

with the curriculum. The four levels are substitution, augmentation, modification, and 

redefinition. 
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Chapter Two: Literature Review 

Technology is constantly evolving and allowing anyone with rudimentary skills to be 

able to pick up a device and do many things with it.  Technology is becoming more available, 

reliable, and inexpensive, allowing it to make its way into the world of education.  Since the 

introduction of the iPad in 2010 (Clayton-Hodges, Feng, & Pan, 2015), more schools are 

adopting one-to-one technology, which includes tablets, Chromebooks, PCs, and smartphones 

for every student to use in a classroom. 

Even though one-to-one technology is not brand new, the idea of having all students in a 

classroom interacting with technology is something that many teachers, students, parents, and 

others are unsure about.  Each group from the learning community has some members that are 

reluctant to try the new technology as it is unfamiliar to most and is not the traditional way to 

learn.  Some of the reasons why these groups are reluctant includes being afraid of new 

technology, or not understanding how the new technology works, and being afraid it will be 

more of a distraction for students rather than helpful. 

Students are now born into a world where technology is at their fingertips. Using 

technology is very natural to them, so educators are trying to keep up with their students and use 

technology as a teaching medium. Educators have been getting overwhelmed in trying to keep up 

with their students and they need to be supported.  There are many challenges changing the way 

a classroom has been traditionally run in schools, and many opinions matter. 

This literature review will analyze the following: the positive effects of properly 

implemented one-to-one technology; the resistance behind technology implementation; the 

options of using one-to-one technology, specifically in a mathematics classroom; and lastly, the 

best ways to support teachers through professional development who will implement the one-to-

one technology. 
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The Learning Community Coming Together to make Technology Happen 

It takes many different groups to support students in learning with technology.  This 

section will explore the positive and negative perspectives from teachers, school leaders, 

students, and parents and how technology affects teachers helping students to learn. 

Teachers 

Technology is changing the way that we teach and structures our everyday lessons.  It 

requires a considerable amount of work and planning; however, it can be successful. Project 

RED is a group that has done national research on one-to-one technology in schools and has 

created an online learning community that connects educators using technology.  Their focus is 

to get properly implemented technology into schools that contain a positive impact on student 

achievement (One-to-One Institute, 2016).  According to an interview with the Project RED 

CEO, Jeanne Hayes, with proper training and careful roll out of using one-to-one devices, 

educators can create a powerful environment for student success (Herbert, 2010).  Proper 

training and leadership are an essential part of the success of technology in classrooms, which 

allows the teacher to use technology to its fullest potential.  The interview with Jeanne Hayes 

also discussed that schools with well thought out one-to-one technology implementation had 

resulted in a reduction in paperwork, increased standardized test performance, and decreased 

dropout rates. (Herbert, 2010).  These outcomes are all positives that directly affect student 

learning and make students stronger learners, but it is all dependent on the proper 

implementation of the technology. 

As the educational trend is changing to one-to-one technology in classrooms, the teacher 

is one of the first people who have to have a positive attitude towards adopting the new tool (Li, 

2010).  Teachers need to think about different aspects as they are adopting a one-to-one 
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technology classroom.  In a study by Wachira and Keengwe (2011), which investigated 

technology adaptation in mathematics classrooms in urban schools, they discussed the teacher’s 

role: “Technology integration means incorporating technology and technology-based practices 

into all aspects of teaching and learning specifically, incorporating appropriate technology in 

objectives, lessons, and assessment of learning outcomes” (p. 17).  This demonstrates that 

teachers have a copious amount of responsibilities when creating technology-based activities and 

lessons, which shows how important the teacher is in the implementation of new technology.  

When teachers are able to learn and get support from others as well as feel confident in their 

technology skills, they feel as if the new technology will positively support student learning.  

Teachers are the driving force of the way the lessons work and how students interact with the 

material and the new technology.  Teachers in the urban mathematics study are confident in their 

new technology tools and feel that “more problems can be solved when students have access to 

technology such as calculators” (Wachira & Keegwe, 2011, p. 22).  This shows that technology 

can aid teachers in saving time as more content can be covered with the use of technology. 

Teachers need to be supported through this transition, and no one teacher can do a one-to-one 

technology transition on his/her own. 

School Leaders and Principals 

Changing to a one-to-one classroom is not a quick or easy transition.  It is not just about 

the teacher and the students. It requires a team to make the transition successful.  This was 

discussed in Li’s (2010) study regarding an experiment with one-to-one technology in a primary 

school in Hong Kong.  In this study, Li identified that one part of the team is the school 

principal, who oversaw that the teacher was still teaching the students the materials needed, but 
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was also using the technology effectively.  The principal and other school leaders could also be 

the liaison to the parents and community. 

Another important issue is that every teacher worked at their own pace, and adopting new 

technology in their classroom could take time depending on their level of expertise and comfort 

with technology, so it is important that teachers support one another (Li, 2010).  This study 

demonstrates how teachers have a huge role in technology adoption, and a principal can help 

with this process as what happened in this Hong Kong school.  Good leadership is important 

with this process and can set the tone for a new transition towards technology integration.  Even 

if everyone is not initially on board, the principal is the person who can bring teachers together to 

make it work and support them.  Creating that community is the best way to transition to 

something new which will trickle down and support the students. 

Students 

As education is adopting technology, we should remember it is all about the students and 

how they utilize the technology.  When students work with one-to-one technology, all the 

information needed is online, which means that students do not need to bring heavy textbooks to 

school with them (Li, 2010).  This allows students to access course materials and work in all one 

location and from any device if it is online.  Having access to school materials on a computer 

allows more access to information and is not limited to a book, which allows for more student 

personalization (Herbert, 2010).  Depending on the software and technology used, some 

programs allow for teachers to track progress of individual students and give feedback to them 

individually.  In addition, the software programs themselves can give immediate feedback to 

students, which can allow students to work at their own pace (Osmon, 2011).  Students with 

learning disabilities or are English learners benefit from having a device in front of them in class 
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as they can quickly look things up, watch and replay videos, record sounds, or take pictures from 

class (Ferguson, 2016).  Personalized learning is what every student and parent strive for and can 

allow a student to learn more at their own level and pace, which is what technology can help 

support teachers especially when class sizes are so large. 

As students are using technology in their everyday lives, it is only natural that they want 

to see it in schools.  Students themselves are discovering new technologies, and they are 

encouraging their teachers to bring it into the classrooms to learn (Barack 2015).  Teaching 

students with technology then help with student engagement and bring in student experiences to 

the learning process. 

Parents 

The last piece to the success of student learning is parental involvement, and the parents 

need to be part of the technology transition team.  Many parents can be resistant to changes in 

education and are not yet convinced that technology can be a good thing in the classroom (Li, 

2010).  To have a successful technology transition, parents should be provided with options.  For 

some cases, parents should be given an option for their students to participate in a one-to-one 

technology environment, so students and parents can fully take ownership of the experience (Li, 

2010).  Since parents are also part of this experience even though they are not in the classroom 

themselves, they need to be included in the decisions when it comes to technology adoption. 

Since parents are a crucial part of their child’s learning experience, they can be a 

powerful resource when implementing a one-to-one technology classroom.  If the parents 

themselves believe in the science, technology, engineering, math, or STEM fields or subjects 

then they will encourage and push their children to learn the technology (Barr, 2015).  

Unfortunately, these ideals generally come from families with backgrounds and values within 
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STEM subjects and could be limited to families with higher socioeconomic statuses (Barr, 2015).  

With communication at home, parents can have a big effect in the classroom and it is helpful to 

have them working with the teachers and the school, especially when implementing new 

technology. 

Barriers of One-to-one Technology 

The rollout of new technology in one-to-one devices in classrooms is not always the 

easiest.  Many people are afraid of new technology and may not know what technology can do in 

an educational setting.  These issues range from lack of technological experience, lack of 

infrastructure, and fears of doing something new in high-stakes core classes like mathematics 

(Wachira & Keengwe, 2011).  All of these issues can challenge schools and teachers which 

affect the way that technology could be used. 

School districts are now expected to invest money and time to create a one-to-one 

technology environment for students which can take away from their budgets (Cheung & Slavin, 

2013).  Often the pressure of technology on a district is so big that they over purchase technology 

and they do not have the infrastructure, space or training to work with it. (Barack, 2015).  One of 

the biggest issues with technology adoption is that schools will often purchase technology, 

sometimes one-to-one technology, when schools or districts are not fully prepared with 

infrastructure to support the integration of new technology in teaching and learning (Wachira & 

Keengwe, 2011).  This could include the ability to fix broken devices, having proper Wi-Fi for 

mass Internet use, adequate technical support for teachers, and unpredictable devices.  

Sometimes the technology available to schools could be restricted to a computer lab, which 

multiple classes have to share and sign up for, with limited use (Wachira & Keengwe, 2011).  

Limiting computer use for teachers and students prevents them from trying new things and 
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shifting the lessons to utilizing technology (Norton, McRobbie, & Cooper, 2000).  The school 

carries some responsibility in implementing new technology and affects the way that technology 

can be used in a classroom. 

Teachers already spend a considerable amount of time in the classroom preparing for 

lessons, and now with the addition of one-to-one technology adoption, teachers need to adapt and 

adjust their lessons to incorporate the new devices.  If teachers are not experienced with 

technology, then they need to learn it from someone else, which many veteran teachers are 

unwilling to do.  Teachers who are learning new technology tend to struggle with technology 

skills and how to implement their curriculum with the new technology (Wachira & Keengwe, 

2011).  Using technology appropriately and understanding what tools are available in a 

classroom setting is difficult to learn and to teach to others.  In a mathematics class, teachers are 

restricted to very little software, which needs to be customized to the subject (Norton et al., 

2000).  This is where proper training is essential, especially in merging the ideas in teaching 

mathematics, finding resources using mathematics, as well as supporting students in teaching the 

basics of technology. 

Teachers’ beliefs about the appropriate role of technology pose another issue.  Math 

teachers hold value in the experience of performing steps of math problems, which can help 

strengthen a student’s problem-solving skills (Serenes & Kerrigan, 2014).  Some teachers believe 

that students should understand how specific functions and operations work by hand before 

having a calculator or computer program perform it for them (Norton et al., 2000).  Due to this, 

many teachers are resistant to having students work with software programs on a computer that 

may do these simple operations for students.  Teachers believe that having a calculator do all the 

computations and telling students answers does not help students understand the mathematical 
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concepts, and once they are exposed to it, they will think that math is only about pressing a 

button (Norton et al., 2000).  If teachers followed this idea, then oftentimes the software would 

become a supplement to traditional teaching methods and not a main part of class. 

Sometimes learning math with technology is not the best atmosphere for higher levels of 

math.  With math programs that have been created, many of them are focused on simple math 

facts and are highly structured (Cheung & Slavin, 2013).  High school students need to use math 

facts to apply them to higher thinking and more complex problems so the game-like software 

applications are not relevant.  Also, due to the complex problem solving, there needs to be a less 

structured learning environment than some of the math applications have.  

For teaching and learning mathematics, sometimes the most natural way to do the work is 

by picking up a pencil and paper and just writing out the math which is generally what most 

teachers are comfortable with teaching.  Sometimes the formulas and symbols are not as 

convenient to input into a computer as they are to simply write down (Osmon, 2011).  Since the 

traditional method of pencil and paper is convenient to many teachers, some are going to be 

hesitant to move to teaching math with technology.   

Common Uses for One-to-One Technology in Math Classes 

Technology has come a long way in the past few years with supporting mathematics 

education, especially at the secondary level.  It has evolved from simply helping with 

computations, which is helpful, to assisting students in investigative rich tasks to deepen their 

understanding of various topics. In the past, one-to-one technology in a math classroom has been 

simply using graphing calculators or computer programs that function like calculators.  Some 

teachers like these because computers can make solving problems quicker since the students can 

quickly get an answer to a small part of the problem and they can focus on the bigger concept 
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(Norton et al., 2000).  Similarly, teachers can use various modeling programs to show 

mathematics in new ways that may not have been possible before.  Computer programs can 

allow students to discover mathematics on a higher level of thinking (Norton et al., 2000).  Not 

only can students investigate mathematics, but there are lots of different options in which 

different applications can show students how the mathematics works.  Computer programs can 

also allow students to see multiple ways to solve a problem and to explore and experience 

different representations of math (Akkaya, Tatar, & Kagizamanli, 2011).  Since students are 

shown different representations of math, this allows students to get a more personalized 

experience with technology and choose the method or representation that makes the most sense 

to them.  They can also explore mathematics so they understand where concepts come from 

instead of memorizing facts, which aligns with the theory behind Common Core.  “Technology 

and engineering education is all about taking theoretical and conceptual science and 

mathematical concepts and using them to solve problems and create solutions within a realistic 

environment” (Long, 2013, p. 15).  Not only can students understand where topics come from, 

but they can also apply them and experience problems that can be seen in engineering. 

Math Applications 

As technology evolves, more software is being created to better support students in 

learning difficult mathematical topics.  In order to get the best use of technology in a math class, 

teachers need to consider using it to get a deeper level of thinking.  According to Clayton-

Hodges, Feng, and Pan’s (2015) article about math-related iPad applications, different types of 

applications can be used to teach mathematics.  For example, games such as DragonBox 

demonstrate topics of algebra with and without symbols. The Fluid Math app can work with 

handwritten input of equations and then sketches a graph.  These innovative applications allow 
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students to perform different things using technology, compared to using pencil and paper in a 

classroom. 

Some teachers struggle with providing immediate feedback to students.  Some math 

games and applications provide immediate corrective feedback, and this is a huge benefit to 

using technology on a one-to-one level. When students struggle with a specific math problem, 

they can also get some help from the application.  For example, in a game called “Pizza 

Fractions,” if students are having trouble solving the problem, they can ask the game for a hint 

(Cayton-Hodges et al., 2015).  Dynamic software programs can offer additional scaffolding to 

students which are viewed by students through hints to help students answer questions if students 

are not able to get a question right (Cayton-Hodges et al., 2015).  Scaffolding and feedback relate 

back to the earlier presented idea of personalized learning for students.  It focuses on what 

students are able to do and allows them to adjust their learning. 

 It is helpful for students to have a visual representation of the mathematics without 

getting stuck on the repetitiveness of graphing which can be seen in programs like Desmos 

(Seneres & Kerrigan, 2014).  As a teacher, you can have students focus on learning one idea 

more deeply rather than focusing on small repetitive concepts that have been previously taught 

and practiced that build up to a bigger concept.  With dynamic math software, students can 

quickly see connections between the visual functions and the algebra which can provide for 

quick reinforcement of the concepts (Seneres & Kerrigan, 2014).  The dynamic software 

reinforces the main ideas of the math common core curriculum and allows students to use 

various math tools appropriately. 

Not only can math applications be a helpful to teachers, they can also help students to 

connect better to the math.  Utilizing math software applications in classes is becoming more 
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popular as some of the applications have a game element to them, which can make math fun for 

students (Musti-Rao, Lynch, & Plati, 2015).  These game-like software applications are a way 

that students can learn normally boring, drill-like concepts which can give students a more 

enjoyable learning experience. 

In mathematics, touch-screen devices can hold more flexibility in a math classroom since 

typing symbols and equations can be very difficult.  Touch-screen devices allow students to 

handwrite symbols, drag and drop using the touch-screen to interact with various mathematical 

objects, as well as zooming in and out to aid in visuals (Osmon, 2011).   These digital 

manipulatives allow for a deeper interaction of the math for students and can help teachers 

differentiate with a variety of learners (Watts et al., 2016).  Students are then given an 

opportunity to learn math at their own level and be shown the math in a new and different way. 

GeoGebra 

Another well-known mathematics program that can be used in a one-to-one setting is 

GeoGebra, a free web-based program that allows users to explore ideas related to Geometry and 

Algebra, including drawing shapes, measuring angles and areas, as well as many other concepts.  

Teachers can create applications so students are able to interact and explore one or a few 

particular algebraic or geometric properties simply by dragging and dropping or inputting 

numbers (Akkaya et al., 2011).  One example is using GeoGebra to teach symmetry where 

students can experience real-life applications of math since symmetry is seen every day in art 

and architecture.  Students generally have difficulty learning about symmetry, and using a 

program like GeoGebra can enable students to better visualize and interact with this concept 

(Akkaya et al., 2011).  Students experience a different perspective of math that cannot be easily 

done with simple pencil and paper. 
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How to Prepare Teachers to Implement One-to-one Technology 

When teaching with technology there are various ways to look at implementation.  

Teachers need to fully understand both the affordances and limitations of technology 

implementation, so students can get the most out of the technology (Ferguson, 2016).  The 

SAMR model (Ferguson, 2016) provides guidelines for teachers implementing technology.   

SAMR represents Substitution, Augmentation, Modification, and Redefinition.  When dealing 

with simple substitution of technology over books, pencil, and paper, there is not much benefit to 

the teaching and learning.  Substitution allows teachers to simply translate what they were doing 

previously via pencil and paper to technology.  Augmentation is similar to substitution but adds 

one small functional technology change to the lesson or activity that may not be as simple as 

pencil and paper (Ferguson, 2016). The small functional change in the augmentation stage could 

include a technology tool that helps with organization, make a student’s presentation more 

functional, or allow student to demonstrate their understanding in a new way.  Modification is 

where there are changes made to a lesson that utilize the benefits of technology, and redesign 

allows for lessons to be done that are not possible without technology (Ferguson, 2016).  When 

teachers reach for lessons that are in the modification and redesign categories, students can make 

faster and stronger connections to the mathematics, and students can potentially learn new 

applications to technology which could apply to other subjects.  The ideas of SAMR provide 

support to teachers as they are trying to find better resources and software programs to present 

with their students. 

Since the modification and redefinition stages are the stages that most dramatically 

change the way that students learn with technology, it is crucial that teachers get training for the 

devices that they will use.  The training should not just be one session, but there should be 

ongoing resources and support for teachers (Ferguson, 2016).  There has to be the perfect 
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balance of integrating the content pedagogy to what is available on the internet and the devices, 

which can be difficult to accomplish without technology support. 

The technology pedagogical content knowledge (TPACK) model focuses on integrating 

technology with the content knowledge of the subject being taught (Niess, 2005).  It focuses on 

selecting the best possible technology to teach students specific material and thinking 

specifically about the content and the methods you want to use with your students.  The TPACK 

model is built upon the notion of pedagogical content knowledge (PCK), which was an idea 

brought on by Lee Shulman in 1986.  He argued that there should be a balance of content 

knowledge and pedagogical knowledge of how to teach a particular subject (Archambault & 

Barnett, 2010). The ‘T’ was added to represent technology, where technology is an additional 

component which should be integrated into the pedagogical technique of teaching (Archambault 

& Barnett, 2010).   The TPACK model is a way to demonstrate the purpose of technology in the 

classroom, and if the technology is chosen correctly, it can be a beneficial part of learning if it 

aligns with the teacher’s educational pedagogical methods. 

Summary of the Chapter 

There are a variety of different arguments regarding technology in the classroom, 

particularly on how to implement one-to-one technology.   Proper infrastructure, teacher training 

and willingness, choice for students and families, and effective software programs that lead 

students to more learning opportunities are all contributors to a successful technology 

implementation.  Students do best when schools are prepared and ready to accommodate 

different learning strategies with technology as well as when schools allow students to utilize the 

technology to the fullest.  One-to-one technology should not simply replace a book, pencil, and 

paper, but allow students to think deeper about specific topics. 
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The issue I had with many of the sources was that some of them were outdated which can 

be difficult when dealing with technology, as technology is evolving so much.  There are an 

abundant amount of new programs coming out like Desmos that could support students as well, 

but are not mentioned in the research literature I reviewed.  There is a lack of sources relating to 

math classes using touchscreen Chromebooks which is the focus of this project, although the 

sources I found on iPads are comparable. 
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Chapter Three: Methodology 

This chapter reviews the methods that were taken to create the professional development 

for the math teachers in the school district.  As our school district is in the process of adopting 

new Chromebooks, we need to learn the best ways to use them to teach our students math.  The 

school district adopted a curriculum that has been distributed to students via PDFs, instead of a 

traditional textbook in an effort to go paperless.  Using Chromebooks in math classes is not only 

a way to view the curriculum materials but also utilizes new programs to enhance student 

learning.  The school district worked with four math teachers to pilot the use of Chromebooks in 

middle school and high school classrooms to see if this is an effective use of money.  At this 

time, the district has expanded the pilot program and bring in more teachers to teach with 

Chromebooks.  This has created a need to train the teachers so they do not make the same 

mistakes as the previous Chromebook pilot and the teachers can learn new software programs 

that were successful in the pilot. 

In the development of my project of creating a professional development session for math 

teachers using one-to-one Chromebooks in their classes, I explored these two questions:  What 

elements are important in order to effectively teach math in a paperless classroom? What is the 

best methodology to assist teachers in preparing for technology use in their classroom? 

Project Design 

The goal of this project was to create a professional development session for math 

teachers in the district to teach with Chromebooks.  I gathered information from teachers, 

students, and administrators that participated in the Chromebook pilot year to develop best 

practices for the professional development session.  I also researched common theories in 

teaching teachers how to implement technology in their classrooms.  The information gathered 
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helped to create the materials for the training session.  The materials included an organized 

presentation to show during the professional development, a list of software programs that were 

experimented with which includes their benefits and downfalls, a sample letter to go out to 

families explaining the purpose of the Chromebook pilot, and a sample contract to give to 

students so they respect the technology and understand the purpose of the technology use in the 

math class.  School districts can use the project materials to train math teachers to integrate 

Chromebook technology in their teaching. 

The professional development was a two-hour session which took place at the end of the 

school year that the pilot program took place.  The participants included all new teachers that 

joined piloting Chromebooks for the second year of the pilot.  I led the session where I shared 

with the participants a presentation which showed challenges that the pilot had already gone 

through and overcome, the involvement in the community, the programs that worked well with 

our curriculum, and the ideas of incorporating technology like TPACK and SAMR.  Once the 

information was presented, we had a discussion around notes which is a topic of contention with 

the curriculum that is used and how technology could help solve that problem.  Since this session 

was short, I then arranged for one-on-one or two-on-one sessions later in the summer.  Before 

that smaller session, the teachers needed to review the materials discussed at the large session, 

and the small session can be tailored to the teacher depending on what is needed.  By the end of 

the two sessions, teachers should felt comfortable delivering material and lessons in their math 

classes before the school year starts. 

The professional development modeled the structure of andragogy, which is a method of 

teaching new ideas to adults, but specifically with an education perspective.  One of the 

andragogy ideas is that teachers need to have a clear goal for why they are sitting through a 
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training (Linder, 2017).  The ideas of andragogy were applied, as all teachers in this pilot were 

volunteers and were not forced to try teaching math with Chromebooks for the school year.  

Andragogy has a best practice to have the teachers see things from the student’s perspective 

(Linder, 2017).  With that, I wanted teachers to all work on the same Chromebooks as their 

students would and walk them through a mock Google Classroom as the students would see as 

well.  I decided it was a good idea to do the professional development at the start of summer, so 

teachers had the opportunity to work through programs and issues while they did not have 

students in their classrooms which was another best practice described by Kathryn Linder 

(2017).  Finally, another best practice of andragogy says that multiple sessions are helpful in 

keeping the teachers accountable for learning and that reoccurring issues can be addressed 

(Linder, 2017).  I was limited on time, but we were allotted by the school district a large two-

hour meeting.  To follow up, I decided to check up on individuals or meet with two teachers at a 

time to address any issues or work on individual issues and personalize the training. 

Setting and Participants 

This project focused on helping math teachers at the high school and middle school levels 

develop and set up classrooms with one-to-one Chromebooks using the adopted curriculum in a 

California Union High School District.  The information gathered comes from two high schools 

and two middles schools.  A total of four teachers from these schools participated in the pilot 

program.  Both teachers at the high school had four to five years of teaching experience, two of 

the teachers from the middle school had about ten years of experience.  The four experienced 

teachers had been teaching with this curriculum from the beginning of the district’s 

implementation for three years.  The pilot program started at the beginning of the 2016-2017 
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school year with the expected start date of the beginning of the school year, August 30, 2016, 

and the pilot year ended on June 16, 2017. 

To help create the professional development, I collected student work from middle and 

high school math students in courses from Integrated Math A essentials, Integrated Math B, 

Integrated Math B Honors, Integrated Math 1 Honors, and Integrated Math 2.  The class sizes 

ranged from 12-42 students in grades seven through ten.  Since the school district’s population 

consisted of students in the high end of socio-economic status, most students had some 

experience with technology which mostly includes experience with mobile devices.  Students 

who had been in the district prior to the pilot year had some experience using the Google Suite as 

that is the software that the district uses with students on a normal basis.  New students to the 

district may or may not have had experience with these software programs. 

Instruments and Project Procedures 

Before the professional development, I collected and analyzed some information which 

provided valuable resources to the participants of the professional development.  I wanted to take 

information from the community surrounding the Chromebook pilot to be able to better guide the 

presentation so it would be more personalized to the school district.  The information came from 

the students in the current pilot program, administrators associated with the program, and my 

own notes that I took during the pilot program. 

At the end of each quarter, I gathered samples of student work that had been completed 

on the Chromebooks.  The samples of student work provided information about student learning 

and attitudes as well as the perception of students towards Chromebooks.  The student work was 

given an unofficial score from 1-4 based on if the students displayed the correct work and 

showed an understanding of the concept that was taught via technology.  In order to assess 
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students’ attitudes and perceptions of the software programs, I looked at the levels of 

participation and completion for the assignment on the specific software program. 

I collected information from school and district leaders on their expectations of this 

Chromebook rollout in the form of interviews.  The questions are shown below.  

1. Why do you think it is important that we go digital for math? 

2. Why do you think that ___ school was an important school to be chosen for the pilot, 

especially since not all schools in the district were involved? 

3. Do you think that the district made a good choice in device (Touchscreen Chromebook) 

or do you think a different device would have been better? -follow up: What if money 

was not a factor? 

4. After talking about what I want to do with my students and my plans with the 

Chromebooks, is there anything else you would like to see me do or try?  Any 

suggestions? 

5. We already had one interesting parent reaction with this issue.  How do you think 

parents, in general, will react to this project? 

6. How do you think students will do with this?  Any anticipated struggles? 

7. One thing that I am worried about, especially with my college prep students, is getting off 

track.  Do you have any suggestions with kids being tempted by social media or games? 

I collected my own information about my challenges and successes as I taught with 

touchscreen Chromebooks for the first time in the form of a journal, documenting each milestone 

which happened approximately once a month.  Finally, I reviewed research on various models of 

technology integration, to see the best way to present information to other teachers like the 

SAMR and TPACK Models, as referenced in the literature review. 
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The information was collected from the students during the school year to get their 

feedback on how the Chromebooks had enhanced their learning.  Feedback was also collected 

from other school district leaders and teachers to guide me on what to focus on through personal 

interviews.  I worked with some administrators and got pre-interviews with them to see what 

their expectations of the pilot program were and in what ways I would be supported by them.  

About three-quarters of the way through the school year, I had interviews with the other pilot 

teachers to see their perspectives on how their experience was going.  For my own perspective, I 

journaled my own experiences and recorded what happened when new tools were introduced and 

recorded students’ reactions as well as my own. 

To see what the students’ perspective on the Chromebooks was, I took student work from 

pilot courses to see if it affected student learning.  These are compared module by module.   

Before I could start the professional development, I surveyed the participating teachers in order 

to see what their level of technology experience was at the moment, so the session could be more 

personalized and differentiated towards those teachers. 

Next, I looked into andragogy which outlines ideas about teaching technology to adults.  I 

learned that andragogy sets up this teaching process where there needs to be a reason why the 

adults are learning the technology and that there is a clear goal as well as a want from the 

teachers themselves to learn (Linder, 2017).  I allowed that main idea to drive the professional 

development and focus on questions that the participants were having in order to keep it 

interesting and relevant. 

Finally, I took the information collected, as well as information gathered from the 

literature review, to put together a presentation to help teachers implement Chromebooks. The 

professional development was a two-hour workshop prior to school ending for the summer and 
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prior to the school year starting.  The workshop gave teachers an interactive chance to work with 

the new technology and explore the potential tools to assist them with their already existing 

pedagogical ideas in teaching mathematics.  There were also hour-long individual or small 

group-tailored sessions with me so teachers could work through their own technology barriers.  

Eleven teachers from three high schools and five middle schools participated in this professional 

development workshop.  All participating teachers had at least five years of teaching experience 

although some teachers did not have much technology experience. 

The professional development focused on Chromebook organization and management, 

working through the programs and organizing and presenting the curriculum, and best practices 

in working with Chromebooks and paper options.  All the pilot teachers discussed the 

experiences of the pilot program which included both the software programs that worked and did 

not work. 

I put all the professional development information on an online resource space for 

teachers to continue to get help as they were working towards implementing Chromebooks so it 

could be reviewed at any time during or after the professional development day.  This is accessed 

only by district teachers. 

Limitations 

The project had a few limitations.  First, I only gathered data within one California Union 

High School District, and data came from students in grades seven through ten.  The classrooms 

involved were only from five classrooms from four out of the ten schools in the district, so it is 

not a full and complete representation of the district. 

Second, students may have been distracted while using technology rather than simply 

pencil and paper.  Some students do not have computers at home, so their technology experience 
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was solely in their math class.  Third, some students have limited technology experience, so 

some class time was sacrificed to teach various techniques not related to the mathematics or 

curriculum.  Lastly, the project materials covered only software programs that were 

experimented with during the pilot year.  New software programs are constantly being developed 

and could change the way that teachers use the Chromebooks in the future. 

Summary of the Chapter 

At the beginning of the first Chromebook pilot program, there was very little direction in 

what was expected of the teachers in how the technology was to be used in their math classes. As 

the pilot teachers experimented with the available technology, they were able to figure out what 

software programs and methods worked best with students.  Then through the research of the 

participants of the pilot program and theories of andragogy, I was able to create materials for a 

professional development aimed at math teachers who are teaching with Chromebooks.  I 

gathered both positive and negative experiences to be shown in a way that allows teachers to 

experience the technology as well as understand the best ways to teach it to their students.  The 

materials created were meant to best support the new pilot teachers as they bring in technology 

into their math classes. 
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Chapter Four: Project Presentation 

For this project, I investigated the best methods and software programs that have been 

successful in the Chromebook adoption and ways to best present them to teachers who are new 

to the Chromebook technology.  The goal of this project is to assist math teachers to teach the 

MVP curriculum with Chromebooks. To this end, I used the following strategies. First, I took 

information from the teachers that are piloting with Chromebooks in their math classrooms in the 

same school district and analyzed student work to determine the best techniques to share with 

other teachers.  Second, I looked into research-based best practices that are already developed 

and published to help with creating an effective professional development for future 

Chromebook using teachers. Lastly, I documented the pros and cons of using Chromebooks. 

Since Chromebooks have only been around for one year in this school district, it is still an 

experimental process. As teachers begin to adopt Chromebooks, it is important that they do not 

make the same mistakes that have been done before. 
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Professional Development Schedule 

 Below is schedule and a list of all the events that occurred during the professional 

development.  This schedule shows the events of the professional development as well as the 

timeline used.  There is also a brief explanation of each event.

1. Introductions: Introduce everyone who is participating in the pilot program this year and 

who participated last year as well as other resources and people attending the training.  (5 

min) 

2. Presentation of Experiences: We will talk about the programs used last year and what 

worked and what did not.  (15 Min) 

3. Theories on Utilizing Technology in the Classroom: We will discuss the best method of 

balancing technology in class and what levels of technology to best use with students.  

We will specifically discuss SAMR and TPACK. (10 min).  

4. Organization and Keeping Students Accountable with the Chromebooks: We will talk 

about best practices in keeping the devices in good shape and prevent them from being 

destroyed by students.  These include the computer contract and sending home a family 

letter to allow for parents to understand the purpose of the Chromebooks in the 

classroom. (15-20 Min).  

5. Working with the Software Programs: What will daily class look like?  Participants will 

enroll in an example Google Classroom page and explore the students’ perspective on a 

daily basis.  All participants will do this with the same Chromebooks that their students 

will use.  (45-60 min).  

6. Ask General Questions and schedule follow-up meetings if teachers need more support. 

(20 min). 
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Presentation at the Professional Development 

I created a presentation through Google Slides which is the first look and overview for 

teachers working with Chromebooks for the first time and is meant to be done in approximately 

two hours.  This presentation goes over what was done during the first year of the pilot, theories 

of SAMR and TPACK, how to deal with the community which was discussed in the literature, 

and finally a list of software programs that were used in the Pilot and a description of each. 
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Pros and Cons of the Software Programs Used 

 Since the district already had teachers participate in the Chromebook pilot program the 

previous year, I wanted to create a list of programs that we used during the pilot.  This list 

includes the program, a general description, pros and cons to using it, and the method of login.  It 

includes fifteen programs that are both good and bad for our students and curriculum based on 

what the math teachers in the district typically use.  Some of the programs like Desmos and 

Geogebra are used mostly in math classes, while other programs focus on formative assessments 

and can be used in other subject areas. Also, I identified how students log into each program, and 

since our district uses Google accounts, it is the easiest method for login and will cut down 

timing in class.  

Desmos/Desmos Activities 

 Purpose: Desmos Activities is a way to present the curriculum to students as well as 

allow students interact with lessons.  Teachers can use the same MVP lessons and put 

them into Desmos or use ones already made from the Desmos team.  Desmos also has an 

independent graphing calculator or scientific calculator.  

 Pros: There is the math type functionality that allows for symbols and equations to be 

easily typed from a standard keyboard, and the organization and flow make it easy for 

students to interact.  Students can utilize the touch-screen features and work with a 

graphing calculator.  From the teacher’s perspective, users have the ability to share 

lessons from other people, easily of debrief with teacher view, and pause a lesson or set 

the view to specific slides.  Also, it is always updating, as geometry is coming soon, and 

the Desmos team are very responsive if you have questions. 
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 Cons: Desmos is very limited with geometry as most of it is algebra based.  When 

teachers are creating activities, they are limited to what they can put on a screen.  This 

also means that lessons need to be inputted manually into the lesson format. 

 Sign in: Google Account 

DocHub 

 Purpose: To annotate a PDF files.  Teachers can have students utilize the touch-screen 

feature and write with a stylus on their screen. 

 Pros: DocHub utilizes the touch-screen feature, dynamically saves as students go, utilizes 

the chrome extension so it can be accessed through any chrome browser, and students can 

open any PDF with DocHub. 

 Cons: Unfortunately the dynamically saving feature makes the program freeze, and 

students have difficulty turning in the document to Google Classroom as they need to 

download first to the Chromebook, then upload the document to Google Docs. Overall, 

this was a program that not many of us use anymore due to its annoyances.   

 Sign in: Google Account 

Edulastic 

 Purpose: Edulastic is a testing software program which is best used for formative 

assessments.  It works with Google Classroom where teachers can easily push 

assessments to students in their Google Classroom courses.  Students are displayed via 

tiles on the teacher screen and marks a green box for every correct answer, a red box for 

each incorrect answer, and a yellow box for partial answers so you can quickly see how 

your students are doing. 
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 Pros: This program works through Google Classroom which makes for easy initial setup.  

It utilizes math type for easy formulas and questions that work well for math.  Teachers 

can push assessments back to students so they can try again, and the program grades for 

you. 

 Cons: Edulastic is not the best for formal or summative assessments due to the security 

on a Chromebook and the opportunity for students to cheat.  Sometimes predicting 

answers can be difficult and will mark students wrong although you can fix the answer 

after students take the assessment. 

 Sign-in: Google Account/Push assessments through Classroom 

Edpuzzle 

 Purpose: This software program allows teachers to assign YouTube videos to students 

and quiz them along the way. 

 Pros: Edpuzzle forces students to interact with videos.  Teachers can check students’ 

understanding, trim videos, or add your own voice or type notes.  Edpuzzle has a teacher 

tutorial in case there is confusion.  The questions that can be embedded in the videos can 

be multiple choice and you can use pictures, or math type.  Also, teachers can push 

videos through Google classroom, which makes it easy to view responses. This is a good 

option for substitute teachers. 

 Cons: Teachers are limited to the number of notes that can be added.   It can also be 

difficult to add in your own audio while the video is going. 

 Log-in: Google Account 
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Formative 

 Purpose: This software program allows teachers to informally assess students in a variety 

of questions, as well as create interactive PDFs for students to work on.  

 Pros: Formative utilizes the touch-screen feature, it can upload pdfs or word documents 

to use as an interactive worksheet.   Also, teachers can quiz students by asking a multiple 

choice, short answer, and show your work or a true-false question. Finally, teachers can 

also create on the fly exit ticket questions with no question or answer added into it.   

 Cons: Teachers have to have students add into your class via a code which allows for 

student confusion. 

 Log-in: Google Account 

Geogebra/Geogebra Worksheets 

 Purpose: GeoGebra on its own works well for any geometry topics.  Users can draw any 

shape, calculate lengths, degrees, etc. and there is a huge database of pre-made applets 

which are easy to find via the search.  The worksheets are composed of interactive 

applets (pre-made or made yourself) and questions which utilize math type for easy 

equation typing. 

 Pros: This software program interacts with Google classroom, so teachers can push a 

GeoGebra worksheet to Google Classroom where students view it and teachers can view 

their answers.  It is currently one of the best software application that works with all sorts 

of geometry topics. 

 Cons: GeoGebra servers are not the most reliable and often goes down.  Since GeoGebra 

allows users to do too much, it does require teachers to take time to show students how it 

works. 
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 Sign-in: Google Account/Push through Google Classroom 

Google Classroom (plus writing on PDFs) 

 Purpose: This is one of the best options for posting information to students on a daily 

basis and allowing for work to be turned in.  

 Pros: It is easy to use, syncs with Google calendar, and can easily annotate on PDFs with 

the android app which makes for easy communication with students.  Teachers can 

organize posts by assignment type or module with the tagging system.  

 Cons: Organization is improving but sometimes posts can get lost as new posts appear.  

Sometimes the iPhone app does not sync right away, which creates a little confusion for 

students.  

 Sign-in: Google Account 

Google Suite (Slides, forms, docs, etc). 

 Slides: Can be used as a portfolio, students can view notes, however, it does not utilize 

math type, so math formulas are difficult to work with. 

 Docs: Also can be used for notes, there is a chrome extension which allows for math type 

 Forms: This application can be used for formative assessment, there are some extensions 

that allow teachers to grade student responses automatically. 

 Sheets: Allow for easy computations and graphs which can be useful during a statistics 

unit. 

Kami/Xodo 

 Purpose: Both Kami and Xodo are another example of annotating programs that allows 

students to write on PDF’s, similar to DocHub. 
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 Pros: The writing is smooth and responsive, utilizes the touch-screen, uses a Chrome 

extension, and students can open any PDF with Kami or Xodo if it set up. 

 Cons: The saving is unreliable through the program, and in order for students to turn in 

documents to Google Classroom you need to download the document and then uploading 

to Google Docs.  The writing is not saved dynamically so if a student’s computer crashes 

the work is gone. 

 Sign-in: Google Account 

Illuminate 

 Purpose: Illuminate does a variety of things including quick assessments like on the fly 

and live proctoring, and helps teachers to create multiple choice assessments as 

summative tests.  It has excellent data analysis to help the teacher to quickly see what 

students know. 

 Pros: Live proctoring utilizes the touch-screen, and has a teacher view to see what 

students are doing live.  Students are all pre-loaded into the program. 

 Cons: Sometimes the menus are not very intuitive, and partial credit for grading in 

multiple-choice assessments can be tedious to program. 

 Sign-in: Google Account 

Padlet 

 Purpose: Padlet is a digital poster for individual use or collaboration.  Teachers can use it 

in a class for discussions, students can work in small groups or simply as an individual 

review poster. 

 Pros: This program allows for quick and easy collaboration, pretty presentation, and 

background customization.  The original user can control who types and who can view, 
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and they can adjust the privacy settings.  It is also easy to share with others with an URL 

link or QR code. 

 Cons: It does not have math type, or utilizes the touch-screen feature.  Also, there are not 

any options for changing the font size, color or type.  

 Sign-in: Google Account 

Quizlet/Quizlet Live 

 Purpose: This is a way to work with vocabulary or quizzing students.  Teachers set up the 

vocabulary lists and share with students where they can see digital flash-cards or play 

games.  In Quizlet Live teachers can use a vocabulary set to play a game with the whole 

class which puts students in groups to work together to find the answer.  This can be a 

good alternative software program to Kahoot. 

 Pros: Quizlet Live forces students to work together and it gets very competitive. Teachers 

have the freedom to ask all sorts of questions, including math questions where you can 

have the problem be the definition and the answer be the word.  Teachers can easily share 

vocabulary sets through Google classroom or have students create their own.   There is 

also the search feature where users can look for other pre-made sets.  

 Cons: There is no math type, and you have to pay to utilize more pictures.   

 Sign-in: Google Account 

Sketchboard.io 

 Purpose: Students can create a sketch space which they can handwrite or type which can 

be done collaboratively or on their own.  This could have similar applications as Padlet.   

 Pros: This program allows for collaboration, free drawing, and can use the touch-screen 

feature.  There are pre-drawn elements to help with organization of information.  
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 Cons: The program does not let you add pictures and some images are only released with 

a paid version. 

 Sign-in: Google Account 

Socrative 

 Purpose: To informally assess students with multiple choice questions or free response 

questions live. 

 Pros: Students do not need a log-in they just need your room code, it is a quick and easy 

assessment tool with very little prep. 

 Cons: Socrative really can only happen live as you cannot have multiple sessions open at 

a time. 

 Sign-In: Teachers have to create their own sign in, and students log in with teacher’s 

room code. 

Weebly 

 Purpose: Weebly is a website creator, which is an alternative to Google Sites.  Weebly 

allows more flexibility than Google Sites and more creativity.  This could also work as a 

student’s math portfolio. 

 Pros: There is a lot of flexibility with layout, colors, and effects. 

 Cons: It does not utilize the touch-screen feature and is not math friendly although 

Google sites are not either. 

 Log-in: Google Account 
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Sample Family Letter 

 As per my literature review, involving the community can be a benefit to implementing 

technology, and parents are included in the student’s learning community.  To keep them 

informed we wrote a letter to send home to parents at the beginning of the year and technology 

adoption so they know what to expect in the process and why it is happening.  This sample letter 

was approved by district leaders to send home to any of our pilot students. 

 

Dear Parents/Guardians and Student, 

We are fortunate in our classroom to be able to pilot a class set of touchscreen Chromebooks to 

access the school district adopted instructional materials for Math A through Math 3.  This is the 

second year of the pilot with the intent of finding an interactive and environmentally-friendly 

way to deliver the same curriculum as the equivalent non-digital classes. 

 

Each student will have their own Chromebook to use in the classroom.  We will not only be 

using the Chromebooks to access the materials needed for our class, but we will be using 

technology to further enhance students’ understanding by accessing various tools and apps on 

them such as Desmos or Geogebra.  All course information will be found on Google Classroom 

which will include due dates, assignment files, and resources that can be accessed through the 

Google Classroom app or online.  The touchscreen feature on the Chromebook allows students 

the opportunity to use the digital files as if they are paper and pencil.  Students will also have the 

choice to complete their homework on paper or digitally and will not be required to print 

anything out. 

 

Please contact me if you have any questions or concerns regarding your student’s participation in 

the Digital Math Pilot. 

 

Warm regards, 

 

Teacher’s Name Here 
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Sample Computer Contract 

 Students should be responsible for their own actions while using the school’s 

Chromebooks.  To communicate expectations, I created computer contract for students to read 

and sign.  The contract which outlines behavioral expectations while using the Chromebooks. 

We are very fortunate to be able to have an entire class set of Chromebooks to try out a 

“paperless” classroom and we want to keep our Chromebooks in working order for the entire 

year as well as years to come. 

 

Below are policies that will regulate our use of the Internet and classroom Chromebooks.  These 

rules have been designed to keep our computer and classroom functioning at the highest of 

standards.  In order to have access to e-mail, the Internet, and computer in the classroom, please 

read the following and sign below. 

 

1. Students should not bring food or drinks into the classroom.  They may bring in a bottle 

of water, but can only drink it away from the Chromebooks. 

2. These computers should only be used for educational use, only the programs the teacher 

allows. 

a. Games, Facebook, Internet Games, YouTube, forums, Instant Messengers, Blog 

Websites, Fantasy Football/Basketball, etc are NOT permitted! 

b. Bypassing the school’s firewall.  

3. Students hacking, altering unauthorized files, or using the network in any way other than 

that intended will lose their computer privileges. 

4. Students must not move any equipment or cables.  Stylus’ must be kept in good condition 

and returned to their proper places at the end of each class period.  

5. Any behavior which threatens the physical safety of the equipment or other students will 

lead to the loss of privileges. 

6. NEVER give a password to anyone. 

7. No inappropriate language tolerated, especially during whole class activities (on Desmos, 

Padlet, etc). 

8. Check your Chromebook every day when you enter and leave the classroom.  Inform 

your teacher if anything is wrong.  The student is responsible for their Chromebook. 

 

Consequences: 

 1st offense:  Call/Email Home 

 2nd offense:  Sent to the principal with a referral 

 3rd offense:  Loss of computer privileges or alternative assignment 

 

These policies and procedures must be adhered to, and any violations of them will be met with 

zero tolerance. 

 Students must abide by their signed contracts. 
 The use of the computer is a privilege, not a right. 
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 If this contract is broken, the student’s privilege will be revoked. 
If a student loses their computer privileges, they will have to complete everything by hand, 

which will ultimately cause more work.  
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Chapter Five: Reflection and Project Recommendations 

 Teaching students is different than teaching other teachers something new, especially if it 

is a topic like new technology that a teacher may not be confident in.  During a professional 

development, there needs to be buy-in from the teachers and a need for what is to be taught or 

else the teachers are not going to want to listen or participate.   In addition, teaching math with 

technology can be difficult as it is constantly evolving and can change even with a small update 

from school year to school year. 

 In this chapter, I will review the lessons that I learned from this project which include 

creating the professional development, and teaching with technology, educational implications, 

and the future of the project. 

Lessons Learned 

 I learned five main lessons through creating and implementing this professional 

development.  The lessons that I learned are categorized into two main ideas, which include 

creating the professional development session itself and working with students in technology. 

While creating the professional development, I looked at methods such as andragogy to 

teach teachers and used the SAMR model and TPACK model to explain the importance of 

teaching with technology.  Similar to what andragogy method says, I learned that not only do our 

students learn differently but teachers do as well especially with technology (Linder, 2017).  It 

was important to differentiate the learning in this situation, which I was able to do with follow-

up sessions.  With the follow-up sessions, I was able to meet with one or a few of the teachers in 

the original session and address their needs in detail, and these sessions lasted for about an hour.  

In addition, I learned that I needed to have a plan before I started the main session, which is no 

different to any other teaching.  Finally, I found that hands-on experience is necessary for 
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teachers to learn new technology, and do it as if the teachers were students themselves.  This idea 

is important as learning through experience is one of the best ways for anyone to learn. 

 While working with the students as I prepared the professional development, I noticed 

two additional goals.  I learned to include the whole student-learning community which 

incorporates other teachers, administrators, parents, and students.  The learning community is 

essential to success of technology adoption.  Due to the importance of the learning community, I 

created the letter to families as part of my materials, so they can be involved in the process and 

better support the student in utilizing the technology.  Finally, I learned that it is necessary to 

experiment purposeful use of technology in classrooms as new technology is constantly 

emerging, which can make classroom work much easier.  The world of technology is 

dynamically changing. Often a new program can come out at any time, but it can end up saving 

class time or making student learning better. 

Educational Implications 

Based on what I learned, whenever a professional development is to be created, there 

needs to be a reason established from the beginning of the process.  Since the pilot program was 

so new to our district and there was little easily accessible information about using technology 

with math, many teachers felt uneasy about trying the Chromebook technology, which helped to 

drive the creation of the professional development session.  Since teachers are sometimes 

uncomfortable with technology use themselves, teaching them to use it with students for daily 

work can be a daunting task (Norton, McRobbie, & Cooper, 2000).  Also, teachers tend to have 

the most difficult time figuring out the best time to use technology.  There needs to be a balance 

of technology and non-technology use in class so students can connect what they have learned in 

ways that make sense to the individual student (Seneres & Kerrigan, 2014). This is where the 
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professional development resources, easily accessible on the district’s teacher support website, 

can support teachers even after the professional development session. The professional 

development session was unique to other teachers in the district as it was tailored to the MVP 

curriculum and to specific software programs that were compatible on the touch screen 

Chromebooks purchased by the district. In short, it is essential to provide convenient access to 

the materials that are particularly designed for the target teacher audience. 

As technology is changing, teachers need to be informed on what is available and 

refreshed on a regular basis, which could mean a refresher course each year.  This can make the 

professional development process on-going since teachers need to stay up to date with the 

constantly changing technology. 

Project Implementation Plans 

This professional development session has already been given to a group of teachers who 

are ready to teach math with the aid of the Chromebooks.  Since there are many reference 

materials embedded in the presentation, they will be available online on our district-wide math 

technology website. Math teachers in the district will be informed of the website. With the 

availability of the professional development resources, other teachers are also able to view the 

materials as well and experiment with students.  My hope in the future is that as the district 

increases technology use in the daily classroom, the resources will continue to be useful to other 

teachers and can be presented in future professional development sessions. 

Limitations of Project 

There were a few limitations of the project.  Since this was a district-wide presentation, I 

was limited by the time the district allotted teachers to meet.  With the agreement of district 

leaders, I had originally planned for an entire day of professional development but then was 
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restricted to a two-hour session for unknown reasons.  We adapted to make the presentation into 

a two-hour meeting and then opened it up into small group and individual meetings with me or 

other technology experts as needed. 

Also, there is the limitation of software programs that works with the Chromebooks.  At 

the beginning of the pilot program, we were limited to only software programs that could run in 

the Chrome browser.  However, at the end of the Pilot school year, Google released an update so 

that our Chromebooks could also run Android.  With the timeline of this project, I was not able 

to work with the Android applications, which means that there are many more resources that 

could have been added to professional development materials. 

Future Project Plans 

 One-to-one technology is an ever-evolving idea and will be a part of education for a long 

time.  Since the district is adopting technology later than near-by districts due to financial 

decisions, this is a relatively new concept to the district, especially in the math department.  I 

hope to continue to be part of the technology adoption process especially by helping new 

teachers to use technology in their own classrooms.  This could include future professional 

development sessions similar to this one, or individually help teachers to implement these ideas.  

In addition, I hope to continue to be part of the technology adoptions process as educational 

technology is evolving and changing (Cheung & Slavin, 2013).  As the district continues to 

discuss technology adoption across different subjects, this training may be able to apply to other 

subjects beyond math. 

Conclusion 

Technology has become an important part of learning, and, if implemented properly it 

can be a powerful tool for students.  Unfortunately, many schools are facing barriers while using 
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technology on a regular basis. The barriers include proper infrastructure, enough devices, and 

more importantly, teachers’ capacity to effectively use technology in their teaching. Many 

teachers are afraid to try to learn new programs as they did not learn the same way as their 

students.  As shown in the TPACK and SAMR models, different levels of technology 

implementation can affect how students learn and can allow them to learn at a deeper level than 

what a basic pencil and paper can do for them. 

Finally, for the success in technology adoption, teachers need support while 

implementing new technology and should develop a community around them.  This is where 

professional development sessions as well as follow up sessions are important, so teachers can 

have the opportunity to see and experience what their students can see as they are learning and 

be able to adapt as new educational technology emerges.  In addition, teachers need the 

opportunity to work together and learn from each other with the support of the district. 
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